Tiny Spiritual Practices
Mini-rituals and practices for calming your mind and body

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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These tiny spiritual practices are curated from diverse traditions and originally created by many
different people. Each practice is designed to be done in fewer than five minutes.
Any of these could become a personal ritual you might choose to practice to calm your mind and
body, and can serve to remind you of an experience of being on retreat in a safe and supported
place.
There are a few blank pages at the end where you can add your own favorite Tiny Practices that
have heart and meaning for you. You will find a list of resources on the last page, as well as a
description of the Kintsugi Bowl pictured on the front of this booklet.
May these be the source of additional discovery and support for you.
May you be aware of your breath.
May you notice how you really feel.
May you speak your truth with passion and kindness.
May you realize what’s most important for you in this moment and
have the wisdom and the courage to turn your attention there.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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What I Need to Know Right Now
http://barbarabiziou.com
Take 3 or 4 deep breaths to clear and calm your mind. Relax your body. Complete these
sentences. Don’t overthink your answers. Just write what naturally comes to you, even if it’s
nothing or seemingly meaningless at first. As in journaling, write whatever comes to your mind.
I feel …
I want …
I need …
Then, pause and become aware of your breathing again, and complete this sentence:
What I need to know right now is …
Notice what you have written and how you feel now versus when you started this exercise.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A Tiny Practice for Grounding
“To be grounded, we have to feel the body.” ~ Toni Bergins
http://journeydance.com/what-is-journey-dance
Enjoy this simple flow of gentle movements that you can do anywhere, including at your desk,
when you could use a pick-me-up. This soothing practice enlivens the mind-body connection and
releases tension.
This may be done at any time right in the chair you’re sitting in. Sit comfortably with your feet on
the ground. Put one hand on your heart and the other on your belly, and just gently feel the touch
of your hands and the love or energy - whatever you want to call it - that comes through your
hands and their loving touch on your body. Feel your breath against your hands.
Next, slowly move your head from side to side a few times. Now let your arms stretch out
alongside your body and, when you are ready, raise your arms over your head. Reach up for a
second or two then put your palms together and slowly lower your arms down to your heart, and
then down to your lap. Notice your breath and the feeling in your body now.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Goblet ~ Three-minute Breathing Exercise
Mindfulness Starts Here, Monteiro & Musten
This breathing exercise can be helpful to ground ourselves so we feel steady in the face
of difficult or intense emotions. Our tendency is to get caught in our stories about the
emotional content and to try to get out of it as quickly as we can. This can lead to
impulsive choices or reactivity that feeds into a rapid cycle of more unpleasant or
obsessive emotions. Because the breath conditions our body and emotions, we can use
our breath to bring us to a solid sensory place from which we can observe and choose
our actions with mindfulness.
First minute: Picture a goblet. Open your awareness to your experience. Imagine it’s a
bowl in which everything is held without judgement, attraction or aversion. Visualize it as the
bowl of the goblet.
Second minute: bring your attention to your breathing at your nostrils or abdomen. Feel the
sensation of the breath. Visualize this narrowing as the stem of the goblet.
Third minute: ground yourself in your body. Feel the floor under your feet and the solidity of your
seat. Visualize this as the wide base of the goblet.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
White Light ~ Be Present in the Moment

Woman's Retreat Book: A Guide to Restoring, Rediscovering and Reawakening Your True Self --In a
Moment, An Hour, Or a Weekend, Jennifer Louden

Take five deep, cleansing breaths. Drop your jaw. Breathe into your body. Run your fingers
through your hair. Pull slightly on the roots of your hair or gently massage your head. Scrunch
your shoulders up toward your ears, tense, and release. Repeat 3 times. Enclose yourself in a cone
of protective white light. Imagine this light is filling you and protecting you in whatever way you
wish it to.
Reach your arms over your head, stretch and imagine your are bringing this brilliant, healing light
into your whole body down through your outstretched hands, through the crown of your head,
shimmering throughout and filling your body.
Direct this light to wherever you feel tight, tired. anxious, sad or worried. Remember to breathe;
breathe the light to the area you want to relax or release. Let it bathe that area for a moment. Feel
the warm, calm, restorative powers of the light. Smile and say silently to yourself, This is the
present moment. There is goodness in this present. I trust myself to find it. Take 3 more deep
breaths. Return to your day.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Mindfulness - One Focus

Full Catastrophe Living: Using the Wisdom of Your Body and Mind to Face Stress, Pain, and Illness,
Jon Kabat-Zinn

Jon Kabat-Zinn suggests that there are 9 aspects of mindfulness. Select one to focus or meditate
on for about a minute. Repeat this ritual with other aspects as relevant for you.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Non-judging
Patience
Beginner’s Mind
Trust
Non-Striving
Acceptance
Letting Go
Generosity
Gratitude

Hold the word in your mind for several seconds. Become aware of the meaning it has for you in
this moment. What thoughts come up in association with this?
What message is coming to you about this particular element? Is this message about being or
doing?
Write about this experience in your journal - about what it means for your being or what you are
doing or have to do.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Quick Coherence Breathing
Heartmath.com

Breathing in and out with even breaths is useful for managing emotions such as anxiety, anger
and stress. As soon as we feel tense due to one of these emotions, we tend to increase our
breathing due to our innate human fight or flight response.
Using a coherent breathing cycle gives us the ability to calm ourselves down, control the physical
sensations we are experiencing and make the space to be able to think more clearly. Practice this
breathing when you are feeling calm, because it will be easier and more natural for you to use
when you are feeling stressed or anxious.
Start by generating a positive feeling in your mind. Think of someone or something that makes
you smile, or a time when you felt happy or content. You might also place your hand on your
heart to help center and feel this positive emotion in your body.
Breathe in through your nose and count silently 1000 … 2000 … 3000 as you breathe in.
Breath out through your mouth counting silently 1000 … 2000 … 3000 as you breathe out.
Let go of any thoughts that enter your mind - simply notice them, then let them drift out with your
breath.
Make your breathing slow and calm rather than trying to take a deep breath in. Start with shorter
breaths in and out as you need to. It is more important for your breath in and out to be even than
long. Inhale 5 seconds, exhale 5 seconds - this will be approximately 6 breaths per minute.
Suggestion: Make a sincere attempt to experience a regenerative feeling such as appreciation or
gratitude for someone or something in you life, or focus on feeling calm and relaxed.
The focus here is on the intentional generation of a heartfelt positive emotional state as your
steady breathing brings coherence to the rhythm of your heart and nervous system. This
emotional shift is a key element of the technique’s effectiveness. Positive emotions along with the
regular breathing pattern move your heart and nervous system into coherence, thus raising your
awareness and capacity for clarity and being fully present.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Loving Kindness Meditation (Metta)

https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/loving_kindness_meditation

There is a Buddhist mindfulness practice called "Loving kindness" (metta) - where we wish
ourselves safety, health, happiness and ease, then extend this same intention out to others, and
then extend that wish out to all living things.
Sit comfortably, begin to notice your breathing, and say the following loving kindness meditation,
either out loud or to yourself. For the second round, you may want to have someone in mind to
direct your thoughts toward. The third round directs your attention to include everyone in the
whole world.
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May I be safe.
May I be healthy.
May I be happy.
May I live with ease.
May you be safe.
May you be healthy.
May you be happy.
May you live with ease.
May we all be safe.
May we all be healthy.
May we all be happy.
May we all live with ease.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Anti-Slouch Practice for Calmness and Presence
Tiphani and Wendy Palmer - Leadership Embodiment

What happens when you change your posture from the common slouch to a more upright
position? In addition to its physical benefits, such as more energy and diminished back pain,
improved posture can help improve confidence and increase your ability to act from a more
effective, centered state.
Tiphani and Wendy Palmer teach a simple practice for transforming your sitting and standing
habits.
In your chair, simply become aware of your posture, and sit up straight. Expand and open your
heart. Stretch your arms out in front of you and wiggle your fingers. Take three breaths in this
posture. What do you notice?
You can do this anytime during the day, as many times as you remember. If you keep doing it,
gradually you will develop this awareness of your posture, and just this practice could make a
difference over time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Act of Noticing Changes Everything
https://geneenroth.com

What we pay attention to is how we live our lives. Do you pay attention to the big things, do you
pay attention to the little things? Where is your attention right now? Research says our mind
wanders almost half the time, no matter what we are doing. Notice where your mind is going
right now, and ask yourself, Is that what I want to be paying attention to right now?
When you can notice where your mind is and what you are paying attention to, you can make a
choice about what you want to be doing. Maybe it’s just what you are thinking or doing, or
perhaps you are thinking about something you’d like to do in the future. Notice where your mind
is right now and make a conscious choice about what you want to be thinking or doing.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Trust Your Inner Voice

Woman's Retreat Book: A Guide to Restoring, Rediscovering and Reawakening Your True Self --In a
Moment, An Hour, Or a Weekend, Jennifer Louden

When you are doubting your intuition, your inner voice, take a few moments to sit quietly. Ask
yourself, Have I heard this voice before? How does my body feel when I really listen to my own
voice? Pay attention to any internal sensations - is there a part of you that is a tightening, however
slightly? This tension indicates caution or no. Or do you feel a calm, a release? This indicates
yes.
Ask yourself, Am I moved to do something that makes me feel good, centered, and alive? Or to
do something that makes me feel that I can’t be trusted, that I’m bad, worthless, silly or dumb?
Let your body be your guide. If you are not getting any clear signs or a feeling that you are ready
to move forward, consider that this is not the right move for you, or this is not the right time yet.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Basket of Support

http://barbarabiziou.com

On separate pieces of paper, write down the names of 3-5 people who you feel support your
efforts and have your back. These may be people you know or people who inspire you in some
way. Place the slips of paper into a basket or bowl. Each morning, pick out a name from the
basket and consciously send and receive love with that person throughout the day.
You can send them an email, pick up a phone and call them, or simply think of them. It's been
amazing to hear some of the people I reach out to tell me that they'd been feeling sick or scared
and saw my presence as a source of comfort.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Clean Up and Clear Out

https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23873/happy-first-day-of-spring-6-rituals-to-tap-into-the-seasonsenergy.html

In ancient Rome, women cleaned their houses in honor of Vesta—the goddess of the hearth. Take
a cue from them and release the heaviness of winter by cleaning out your home, taking just 5
minutes today to clean out one drawer, one closet, or one shelf. Use two bags to do this - one for
trash and one for any items that might be reused by someone in need - clothes, toys, books, and
other items that are just adding clutter to your space. When you are done, put your bag in the
trunk of your car - and drop it off wherever you make donations.
Little by little, create space for new life to emerge and reinforce the idea that giving is a blessing.
When you’re finished, you’ll feel lighter, and so will the energy in your home.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Love & Self-Compassion
http://self-compassion.org

Become more loving and compassionate toward yourself today. Practice self-compassion by
asking yourself, How can I show more love for myself in this moment? Hold this question in your
mind, and imagine the fresh air of your breath holding it. Let the question rest in this gentle nest
of your breath for one minute. What response comes to you? If nothing comes, simply hold the
question, and bring it back to your awareness during the day today.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Identify a Quality - Something you want to manifest more of
The Intuitive Body, Wendy Palmer

Think about a quality you’d like to have more of. For example, you might want to be more
forgiving or kinder. You might want to be more ambitious or more risk-taking. Whatever you
identify as a quality you’d like to manifest more of in yourself, here’s a practice to help you with
that.
You can nurture a positive experience with yourself by adding a quality to your basic centering
practice. First, do whatever you do to be centered and grounded. Now identify a quality you want
to cultivate in yourself. Keep this simple. If you wish to be softer, more emotionally available,
and kinder, try selecting just one of these qualities - one that most resonates with you right now.
Let’s use kinder as an example. Instead of saying, I wish to be a kinder person, try framing your
wish as a question.
“What would it be like if I had more kindness to give?” “What would it be like if I had more
_________?” Fill in the blank with the quality you want to embody. The question could also be
phrased, “If I could have more _______ in my life, what would that feel like?”
As the wording of these questions implies, the quality you choose is something you want to have
more of in your being. So, it is important that the quality you choose is something you already
possess and want to develop further.
Avoid choosing a quality based on a “should.” Going into should territory usually puts your
system into reverse or resistance. As a consequence we may not feel anything when we evolve
our quality or we might find that we do not want to be bothered with it. If nothing comes to mind
in the way of a quality for you, it can be helpful to just try on a quality before committing to it.
Try selecting something that draws you to it for 2-3 days to see how it fits you right now. You’ll
know this quality has some meaning for you if when you do this, you have some sensation in
response to your asking the question.
One more caution - be careful not to pick qualities like peace or joy. These qualities, though
seemingly desirable, may be difficult to access or are even inappropriate in certain situations.
Notice that in invoking a quality you wish to have more of in the form of a question about what it
would feel like if you had more of it, your mind becomes the student while your body becomes
the teacher.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Aroma Mini-therapy
Do you have a favorite scented candle, incense or oil you enjoy? Of all of our five senses, smell
is the only one that goes directly to our brain. Vanilla may lift your mood. Orange raises your
energy; chamomile or lavender may calm you down. Jasmine is said to be an aphrodisiac; rose is
often associated with opening your heart. Take in the aroma of your scent of choice right now.
Notice how it enters your body and envelops you with it’s effects. Combine this with a relaxing
bath or shower, or simply enjoy the experience for a few minutes!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Clap Hands

Maya Angelou, Celebrations, Rituals of Peace and Prayer (Read at the Million Man March, 1995)

Clap hands, let faith find a place in
our souls
Clap hands, let hope live in our hearts
We have survived
And even thrived with
Passion
Compassion
Humor
and style
The night was long
The wounds were deep
The pit was dark
Its walls were steep
Clap hands, celebrate
We deserve it
Jubilate!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Music Minute
Sit in a comfortable place. Select a piece of music from your playlists to listen to that you love
and represents the mood you’d like to be in for the day. A few suggestions - a song that inspires or
energizes you, a symphonic movement that tunes up your intellectual acuity (think Mozart - said
to stimulate the brain), a piano piece that focuses you, or a beautiful piece that grounds you with
its familiarity.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Soles of the Feet

https://center4msc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/

This is an effective way to anchor your awareness in the present moment, in body sensation,
especially when you’re upset and can’t calm yourself down.
Stand up and feel the soles of your feet on the floor. Rock forward and back a little, and side to
side. Make little circles with your knees, feeling the changes of sensation in the soles of your feet.
When you notice your mind has wandered, just feel the soles of your feet again.
If you wish, you can begin to walk slowly, noticing the changing sensations in the soles of your
feet. Noticing the sensation of lifting a foot, stepping forward, and then placing the foot on the
floor. Doing the same with both feet as you walk.
As you walk, perhaps also notice for a moment how small the surface area of your feet is, and
how hard your feet work to keep your body off the ground. See if you can notice that with
appreciation or gratitude.
When you are ready, return to your standing or sitting position. What do you notice now?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Let Everything Breathe

http://www.eusophi.com/let-everything-breathe/

As you sit here reading these words, you are breathing … stop for a moment and notice this
breath. You could control the breath, and make it behave as you like … or you can simply let
yourself breathe. There is peace in just letting your body breathe, without having to do anything
about it.
Now imagine letting your hands breathe. Just let them be, without having to control them. Just let
them breathe. Now look around you, and notice what else is in the room with you. See each
object, and let it breathe.
If there are any people in the room with you, in your building, or in nearby buildings our houses
… see them in your mind and let them breathe.
When you let them breathe, you just let them be, exactly as they are. You don’t need to change
them, don’t need to control them, you don’t need to improve them. You just let them breathe, in
peace, and you accept that. You might even smile at this breathing.
As you go through your day, let everything breathe. Let yourself breathe. There is no need to do
anything. You don’t expect anything from anything or anybody. Just let them come as they come,
let them go as they go. Just appreciate everything and everybody as they are, miracles of
existence, breathing in the soft air of the world, and smile at this joyful manifestation of love.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Finding Balance

Woman's Retreat Book: A Guide to Restoring, Rediscovering and Reawakening Your True Self --In a
Moment, An Hour, Or a Weekend, Jennifer Louden

Become aware of your sense of balance in this moment. Do a quick check-in with yourself. Some
questions you might want to ask:
What part of me needs more from my work? What part of me needs less?
What part of me needs more from myself? What part of me needs less?
What part of me needs more from love? What part of me needs less?
What part of me needs more from this person or relationship? What part of me needs
less?
Adapt this kind of questioning to whatever you need to be paying attention to right now.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Finding Authenticity

Woman's Retreat Book: A Guide to Restoring, Rediscovering and Reawakening Your True Self --In a
Moment, An Hour, Or a Weekend, Jennifer Louden

Answer these questions about yourself as you experience yourself in this present moment:
I feel most like me when I …
What I like most about myself is …
What I value most about my life right now is …
I want to find time to do …
When I am alone, I like to …
My authentic self looks like …
My authentic relationships look like …
What I want to change about myself to live more authentically more of the time is ….
What is one small change or shift I am willing to commit to for today?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Poetry
Sit quietly. Read any one of these poems silently or aloud,
as you might a prayer or meditation.
Open your heart in loving kindness and compassion for yourself and everyone.
Know that you need only to be in this place, right here, right now.
Notice what ideas or feelings arise in you.

The Invitation ~ Oriah Mountain Dreamer
It doesn’t interest me what you do for a living.
I want to know what you ache for
And if you dare to dream of meeting your heart’s longing.
It doesn’t interest me how old you are.
I want to know if you will risk looking like a fool
For love
For your dream
For the adventure of being alive.
It doesn’t interest me what planets are squaring your moon.
I want to know if you have touched the center of your own sorrow
If you have been opened by life’s betrayals
Or have become shriveled and closed
From fear of further pain.
I want to know if you can sit with pain
Mine or your own
Without moving to hide it
Or fade it
Or fix it.
I want to know if you can be with joy
Mine or your own
If you can dance with wildness
And let the ecstasy fill you to the tips of your fingers and toes
Without cautioning us to
Be careful
Be realistic
Remember the limitations of being human.
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It doesn’t interest me if the story you are telling me
Is true.
I want to know if you can
Disappoint another
To be true to yourself.
If you can bear the accusation of betrayal
And not betray your own soul.
If you can be faithless
And therefore trustworthy.
I want to know if you can see beauty
Even when it is not pretty
Every day.
And if you can source your own life
From its presence.
I want to know if you can live with failure
Yours and mine
And still stand at the edge of the lake
And shout to the silver of the full moon,
“Yes.”
It doesn’t interest me
To know where you live or how much money you have.
I want to know if you can get up
After the night of grief and despair
Weary and bruised to the bone
And do what needs to be done
To feed the children.
It doesn’t interest me who you know
Or how you came to be here.
I want to know if you will stand
In the center of the fire
With me
And not shrink back.
It doesn’t interest me where or what or with whom
You have studied.
I want to know what sustains you
From the inside
When all else falls away.
I want to know if you can be alone
With yourself
And if you truly like the company you keep
In the empty moments.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pandemic ~ Lynn Ungar
What if you thought of it
as the Jews consider the Sabbath—
the most sacred of times?
Cease from travel.
Cease from buying and selling.
Give up, just for now,
on trying to make the world
different than it is.
Sing. Pray. Touch only those
to whom you commit your life.
Center down.
And when your body has become still,
reach out with your heart.
Know that we are connected
in ways that are terrifying and beautiful.
(You could hardly deny it now.)
Know that our lives
are in one another’s hands.
(Surely, that has come clear.)
Do not reach out your hands.
Reach out your heart.
Reach out your words.
Reach out all the tendrils
of compassion that move, invisibly,
where we cannot touch.
Promise this world your love–
for better or for worse,
in sickness and in health,
so long as we all shall live.
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Understory ~ Mark Nepo
I’ve been watching stars
rely on the darkness they
resist. And fish struggle with
and against the current. And
hawks glide faster when their
wings don’t move.
Still I keep retelling what
happens till it comes out
the way I want.
We try so hard to be the
main character when it is
our point of view that
keeps us from the truth.
The sun has its story
that no curtain can stop.
It’s true. The only way beyond
the self is through it. The only
way to listen to what can never
be said is to quiet our need
to steer the plot.
When jarred by life, we might
unravel the story we tell ourselves
and discover the story we are in,
the one that keeps telling us.
~~~~~~~~~~~
Wild Geese ~ Mary Oliver
You do not have to be good.
You do not have to walk on your knees
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting.
You only have to let the soft animal of your body
love what it loves.
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.
Meanwhile the world goes on.
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain
are moving across the landscapes,
over the prairies and the deep trees,
the mountains and the rivers.
Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air,
are heading home again.
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting
over and over announcing your place
in the family of things.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~
November 1968 ~ Adrienne Rich
Stripped
you're beginning to float free
up through the smoke of brushfires
and incinerators
the unleafed branches won't hold you
nor the radar aerials
You're what the autumn knew would happen
after the last collapse
of primary color
once the last absolutes were torn to pieces
you could begin
How you broke open, what sheathed you
until this moment
I know nothing about it
my ignorance of you amazes me
now that I watch you
starting to give yourself away
to the wind

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Walk Slowly ~ Danna Faulds
It only takes a reminder to breathe,
a moment to be still, and just like that,
something in me settles, softens, makes
space for imperfection. The harsh voice
of judgment drops to a whisper and I
remember again that life isn’t a relay
race; that we will all cross the finish
line; that waking up to life is what we
were born for. As many times as I
forget, catch myself charging forward
without even knowing where I’m going,
that many times I can make the choice
to stop, to breathe, and be, and walk
slowly into the mystery.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Lesson 1 ~ Julie Hill Alger
At least I've learned this much:
Life doesn't have to be
all poetry and roses. Life
can be bus rides, gritty sidewalks,
electric bills, dishwashing,
chapped lips, dull stubby pencils
with the erasers chewed off,
cheap radios played too loud,
the rank smell of stale coffee
yet still glow
with the inner fire of an opal,
still taste like honey
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Quotes To Ponder

When we contemplate the miracle of embodied life, we begin to partner with our bodies in a
kinder way. ~ Sharon Salzberg, Real Love: The Art of Mindful Connection
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Step out of the history that is holding you back. Step into the new story you are willing to create.
~ Oprah Winfrey, Oprah.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Be gentle. Pay attention. Offer purposeful healing. Seek Equilibrium. Unfreeze, slowly. Stretch
yourself out into the world. Let your eyes calibrate to this new light and notice how it caresses the
lines and curves and soft and hard of you. Allow your mouth to twist and stumble around new
shapes. Be so very sensory. Notice everything. From every angle. The way your bones feel. The
way you orient to space and time. Invite your whole being into this new way of living, into the
totality and wholeness of it. Let it be strange and uncomfortable and painful and stiff. Let it be
magical and novel and unfamiliar and entirely wonderful. Follow the whispers where they lead. ~
Jeanette LeBlanc
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It’s one of the greatest gifts you can give yourself, to forgive. Forgive everybody. ~ Maya
Angelou, Celebrations, Rituals of Peace and Prayer
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Empathy is the antidote to shame. Vulnerability is the only measure of courage. ~ Brene
Brown
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We cannot step into the same river of our body twice. ~ Cheryl Pallant, Writing and the
Body in Motion: Awakening Voice Through Somatic Practice
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Spend five minutes a day (everyone has five minutes), in segments of a minute apiece, noticing
where you are. Just that much. You didn’t float to your desk, you didn’t get beamed from your
bedroom to your kitchen. Your foot touches the floor step-step-step on your way, you pass other
objects, you hear a panoply of hums, noises, clatter. Did you see what you were looking at?
Listen to what you were hearing? Are you here? Or are you rummaging around the attic of your
mind? ~ Geneen Roth, This Messy, Magnificent Life: A Field Guide
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To be ourselves causes us to be exiled by many others, and yet to comply with what others want
causes us to be exiled from ourselves. ~ Clarissa Pinkola Estés, Women Who Run With
the Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Power is not given to you. You have to take it. ~ Beyoncé Knowles Carter
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If you’re someone people count on, particularly in difficult moments, that’s a sign of a life lived
honorably. ~ Rachel Maddow
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Women asking for raises should not only know their value, but they should ask with the
confidence that they’re helping the company to be successful. ~ Senator Kirsten Gillibrand
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
We do not need magic to change the world, we carry all the power we need inside ourselves
already: we have the power to imagine better. ~ J.K. Rowling
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hope begins in the dark, the stubborn hope that if you just show up and try to do the right thing,
the dawn will come. You wait and watch and work: you don't give up. ~ Anne Lamott
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Women are leaders everywhere you look—from the CEO who runs a Fortune 500 company to the
housewife who raises her children and heads her household. Our country was built by strong
women, and we will continue to break down walls and defy stereotypes. ~ Nancy Pelosi
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~
After all these years I have begun to wonder if the secret of living well is not in having all the
answers but in pursuing unanswerable questions in good company. ~ Ruth Remen, My
Grandfather’s Blessing
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Attention, taken to its highest degree, is the same thing as prayer. ~ Simone Weil
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Resources
Kintsugi Bowl: Kintsugi means literally, ‘to join with gold.’ In Zen aesthetics, a pot’s broken
pieces may be glued together with lacquer inflected with a gold powder. The point is to render the
broken fault-lines beautiful and strong. The precious veins of gold are there to emphasize that
imperfections have a rich merit all their own. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi
Barbara Biziou - http://barbarabiziou.com
Toni Bergins - http://journeydance.com/what-is-journey-dance
Mindfulness Starts Here, Monteiro & Musten
Woman's Retreat Book: A Guide to Restoring, Rediscovering and Reawakening Your True Self -In a Moment, An Hour, Or a Weekend, Jennifer Louden
Meditations, https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/loving_kindness_meditation
heartmath.com
Typhani and Wendy Palmer - Leadership Embodiment; The Intuitive Body
Geneen Roth, https://geneenroth.com, This Messy, Magnificent Life
Mind, Body, Green, https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23873/happy-first-day-of-spring-6rituals-to-tap-into-the-seasons-energy.html
Kristin Neff, http://self-compassion.org
Center for Mindful Self-Compassion, https://center4msc-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/
Maya Angelou, Celebrations, Rituals of Peace and Prayer
http://www.eusophi.com/let-everything-breathe/
Ruth Remen, My Grandfather’s Blessing
Clarissa Pinkola Estés, Women Who Run With the Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman
Archetype
Cheryl Pallant, Writing and the Body in Motion: Awakening Voice Through Somatic Practice
Sharon Salzberg, Real Love: The Art of Mindful Connection
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My Own Tiny Practices
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